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Abstract
Given a class of functions C, we introduce the k-inner-core and k-outer-core functions of a
partially dened Boolean function (T; F), in order to identify the set of vectors which are immune
up to k classication errors in T[F , where T denotes a set of true vectors (or positive examples)
and F denotes a set of false vectors (or negative examples). We restrict C to classes C+ and Cj=
of positive and regular functions, respectively, and investigate various problems associated with
inner-core and outer-core functions. In particular, we show that there is no polynomial total time
algorithm for computing the k-inner-core function for class C+ and general k, unless P = NP;
but there is an input polynomial time algorithm if k is xed. The situation for the outer-core
function is dierent. It is shown that, for class C+ and a xed k, there is a polynomial total time
algorithm for computing the k-outer-core function if and only if there is a polynomial total time
algorithm for dualizing a positive Boolean function (the complexity of this problem is not known
yet). For class Cj=, there are incrementally polynomial time algorithms for computing both the
k-inner-core and k-outer-core functions. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The knowledge acquisition in the form of Boolean logic has been intensively studied
in the recent research (e.g., [6,7,10,15,22]): given a set of data, represented as a set T
of binary \true n-vectors" (or \positive examples") and a set F of \false n-vectors" (or
\negative examples"), establish a Boolean function (extension) f : f0; 1gn 7! f0; 1g in
a specied class C, such that f is true (resp., false) in every given true (resp., false)
vector; i.e., T T (f) and F F(f), where T (f) (resp., F(f)) denotes the set of true
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vectors (resp., the set of false vectors) of f. A pair of sets (T; F) is called a partially
dened Boolean function ( pdBf ) throughout this paper.
For example, consider the problem of predicting a recurrence of breast cancer on the
basis of n-dimensional data vector x taken from a patient, e.g., x1 denotes whether the
cancer was found early (x1 = 1) or not (x1 = 0), and x2 denotes whether the radiation
treatment was given (x2 = 1) or not (x2 = 0), and so on. T (resp., F) is a collection
of such data of patients who had recurrent cancer (resp., who did not have recurrent
cancer). Now, establishing an extension f, which is consistent with (T; F), amounts
to nding a logical diagnostic explanation of how to predict the recurrence of breast
cancer. Once such an extension f is established, f can be used to diagnose new
patients.
In this process, some knowledge or hypothesis about the extension f is usually
available beforehand. Such knowledge may be obtained from experience or from the
analysis of mechanisms that may or may not cause the phenomena under consideration.
In the above example, it would be natural to assume that we somehow know the
direction of each variable that tends to cause the cancer to recur. By changing the
polarities of variables if necessary, therefore, the extension f can be assumed to be
positive in all variables. In other words, we are asked to establish an extension f, which
belongs to the class of positive Boolean functions (or monotone Boolean functions).
In this paper, as such candidate classes of functions, we mainly consider the class of
positive functions C+ and the class of regular functions Cj=, which is a subclass of
C+ but is a superclass of the class of positive threshold functions.
Unfortunately, the real-world data might contain errors. Typically, some vectors a2T
might have been included in set T by error; they may indeed belong to set F , and
vice versa. In this paper, we take the view that the phenomenon under consideration is
completely described by a (unknown) Boolean function f, belonging to the specied
class C (e.g., class of positive functions). The data set (T; F) is a sampled observation
taken from the sets of T (f) and F(f); some errors may be introduced in the process
of observation. Even if (T; F) is erroneous, however it is sometimes possible to identify
some part of the original sets T (f) and F(f), respectively, if the number of errors
is known to be at most k. To capture this situation, we introduce in this paper two
Boolean functions called the k-inner-core function k and the k-outer-core function
k , to represent the identied part of true vectors in T (f) and that of false vectors in
F(f), respectively. In other words, such vectors (2 f0; 1gn) are immune to at most
k errors in T [ F .
More precisely, for a given pdBf (T; F) and a class of Boolean functions C, let
C(k; (T; F)) denote the class of all functions f 2 C that misclassify at most k vectors
in T [ F . Then (i) k-inner-core function k satises k(v) = 1 for v 2 f0; 1gn if and
only if C(k; (T; F)) 6= ; and f(v) = 1 holds for all f 2 C(k; (T; F)); (ii) k-outer-core
function k satises k(v)=0 for v 2 f0; 1gn if and only if no f 2 C(k; (T; F)) satises
f(v) = 1.
In the above example of predicting a recurrence of breast cancer, an extension f
may give a wrong answer if the original set of data (T; F) contains errors. However,
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if the data vector v of a patient belongs to T (k), then we can conclude that the
cancer is recurring, even if at most k of the original data vectors are erroneous. Similar
conclusion can also be drawn for vectors in F(k). However, for the rest of the vectors
which are neither in T (k) nor in F(k), no such denite conclusion can be drawn.
Inner-core functions and outer-core functions may arise in various elds including
not only articial intelligence [15,22] but also learning theory [2], game theory [23],
reliability theory [9], and so on.
We investigate in this paper various problems associated with inner-core and outer-core
functions, mainly from the view point of their computational complexity. In particular,
we show that there is no polynomial total time algorithm for computing the inner-core
function k for class C+ and general k, unless P=NP, but there is an input polynomial
time algorithm if k is xed. The situation for the outer-core function is dierent. It
is shown that, for class C+ and a xed k, there is a polynomial total time algorithm
for computing the outer-core function k if and only if there is a polynomial total
time algorithm for dualizing a positive Boolean function. The complexity of the latter
problem is a well-known open problem [3,11,12] and is not known yet. For class Cj=,
there are incrementally polynomial time algorithms for computing both the inner-core
function k and the outer-core function k .
2. Denitions and problems
2.1. Positive and regular functions
A Boolean function, or a function in short, is a mapping f : f0; 1gn 7!f0; 1g, where
x2f0; 1gn is called a Boolean vector (a vector in short). If f(x)=1 (resp., 0), then x is
called a true (resp., false) vector of f. The set of all true vectors (resp., false vectors)
is denoted by T (f) (resp., F(f)). Let, for a vector v 2 f0; 1gn, ON (v)=fj j vj=1; j=
1; 2; : : : ; ng and OFF(v)=fj j vj=0; j=1; 2; : : : ; ng. Two special functions with T (f)=;
and F(f)=; are, respectively, denoted by f=? and f=>. For two functions f and
g on the same set of variables, we write f6g if f(x) = 1 implies g(x) = 1 for any
x 2 f0; 1gn, and we write f<g if f6g and f 6= g. A function f is positive if x6y
(i.e., xi6yi for all i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng) always implies f(x)6f(y). A positive function
is also called monotone. A true vector v of f is minimal if there is no other true
vector w such that w<v, and let min T (f) denote the set of all minimal true vectors
of f. A maximal false vector is symmetrically dened and maxF(f) denotes the set
of all maximal false vectors of f. If f is positive, it is known that f has the unique
minimal disjunctive normal form (DNF), consisting of all prime implicants. There is
a one-to-one correspondence between prime implicants and minimal true vectors. For
example, a positive function f=x1x2_x2x3_x3x1, has prime implicants x1x2; x2x3; x3x1
which correspond to minimal true vectors (110), (011), (101), respectively. In other
words, the input length to describe a positive function f is O(n jmin T (f)j) if it is
represented in this manner. Conversely, sets min T (f) and maxF(f); respectively,
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dene T (f) and F(f) by
T (f) = fv j v>a for some a2min T (f)g;
F(f) = fv j v6b for some b2maxF(f)g:
The class of all positive functions is denoted C+ in this paper.
The dual of a function f, denoted fd, is dened by
fd(x) = f( x);
where f and x denote the complement of f and x, respectively. As is well known,
the DNF of fd is obtained from that of f by exchanging _ (or) and  (and), as well
as the constants 0 and 1. It is easy to see that (f _ g)d = fdgd ;
min T (fd) = f v j v 2 maxF(f)g (i:e:; maxF(f) = f v j v 2 min T (fd)g) (2.1)
and so on.
An assignment A of binary values 0 or 1 to k variables xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xik is called a
k-assignment, and is denoted by
A= (xi1  a1; xi2  a2; : : : ; xik  ak);
where each of a1; a2; : : : ak is either 1 or 0. Let the complement of A, denoted by A ,
represent the assignment obtained from A by complementing all the 1’s and 0’s in A.
When a function f of n variables and a k-assignment A are given,
fA = f(xi1 a1 ; xi2 a2 ; ::: ; xik ak )
denotes the function of (n− k) variables obtained by xing variables xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xik as
specied by A. Let f be a function of n variables. If either fA6fA or fA>fA holds
for every k-assignment A, then f is said to be k-comparable. If f is k-comparable
for every k such that 16k6m, then f is said to be m-monotonic. (For more detailed
discussion on these topics, see [20] for example.) In particular, f is 1-monotonic if
f(xi 1)>f(xi 0) or f(xi 1)6f(xi 0) holds for any i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng. A function f is
positive if and only if f is 1-monotonic and f(xi 1)>f(xi 0) holds for all i.
Now consider a 2-assignment A= (xi  1; xj  0). If
fA>fA (resp:; fA >fA)
holds, this is denoted xi <f xj (resp., xi f xj). Variables xi and xj are said to be
comparable if either xi <f xj or xi 4f xj holds. When xi <f xj and xi 4f xj hold
simultaneously, it is denoted as xi f xj. If f is 2-monotonic, this binary relation <f
over the set of variables is known to be a total preorder [20]. A 2-monotonic positive
function f of n variables is called regular if
x1 <f x2 <f   <f xn: (2.2)
Any 2-monotonic positive function becomes regular by permuting variables. It is known
[20] that f is regular if and only if f(x)>f(y) holds for all x; y 2 f0; 1gn withP
j6k xj>
P
j6k yj, k = 1; 2; : : : n. The class of all regular functions is denoted Cj=.
The regularity and related concepts have been studied under various names in the
elds such as threshold logic [20], game theory [23] and hypergraph theory [8].
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2.2. Inner-core and outer-core functions
A partially dened Boolean function (pdBf) is a pair of disjoint sets (T; F) of
Boolean n-vectors, where T denotes a set of true vectors (or positive examples) and
F denotes a set of false vectors (or negative examples). For a given pdBf (T; F) and
a function f, dene the error size of f by
j(f; (T; F)) = jfa2T jf(a) = 0gj+ jfb2F jf(b) = 1gj: (2.3)
For a given pdBf (T; F) and a nonnegative integer k, a function f is called k-connivant
if j(f; (T; F))6k. C(k; (T; F)) denotes the set of k-connivant functions in class C for
a given pdBf (T; F), that is,
C(k; (T; F)) = ff 2 C j j(f; (T; F))6kg:
Furthermore, a function f in C(k; (T; F)) is called minimal if there is no other g 2
C(k; (T; F)) such that g<f, and let minC(k; (T; F)) denote the set of all minimal
functions in C(k; (T; F)). A maximal function in C(k; (T; F)) is symmetrically dened
and maxC(k; (T; F)) denotes the set of all maximal functions in C(k; (T; F)). To
simplify notations, we sometimes use j(f) and C(k) in place of j(f; (T; F)) and
C(k; (T; F)); respectively, unless confusion arises.
A 0-connivant function f 2 C(0; (T; F)) is also called an extension of (T; F).
A function f that belongs to C(k; (T; F)) with the smallest k is called a best-t exten-
sion of (T; F). The complexity of computing these functions was extensively studied
in [7,19]. For example, it is known that, for classes such as k-DNF, h-term DNF,
read-once and 2-monotonic positive functions, deciding the existence of an extension
is already NP-complete, and for classes such as Horn and 1-term DNF, threshold,
2-decomposable functions, computing an extension can be done in polynomial time,
while computing a best-t extension is NP-hard. However, for classes of positive func-
tions and regular functions, a best-t extension can be found in polynomial time if
there is at least one.
Now we dene the k-inner-core function k (resp., k-outer-core function k) for a
given class C, a nonnegative integer k and a pdBf (T; F). The function k (resp., k)
satises k(v)=1 (resp., k(v)=0) if and only if v is true (resp., false) in all functions
where f 2 C(k; (T; F)):
k(v) =
8><
>:
1 if v 2
\
f2C(k;(T;F))
T (f);
0 otherwise;
k(v) =
8><
>:
1 if v 2
[
f2C(k;(T;F))
T (f);
0 otherwise
(2.4)
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for v 2 f0; 1gn, where k = k = ? if C(k; (T; F)) = ;. This means that, assuming
C(k; (T; F)) 6= ;, their functional forms are given by
k =
^
f2C(k;(T; F))
f;
k =
_
f2C(k;(T; F))
f:
(2.5)
In other words, T (k) (resp., F(k)) is the set of true (resp., false) vectors immune
up to k errors in T [F . If the phenomenon under consideration is completely described
by a (unknown) function f, as argued in Section 1, these denitions states that
T (k)T (f) and T (k)T (f) hold, assuming that (T; F) contains at most k errors.
If we call f the core function, therefore, the k-inner-core and k-outer-core functions
approximate the core function from inside and outside, respectively.
If it is necessary to explicitly state pdBf(T; F) and class C, then k and k are
denoted as k(C; (T; F)) and k(C; (T; F)), respectively. Clearly, C(k; (T; F)) in the
Denitions (2:4) and (2:5) of k-inner-core (resp., k-outer-core) function can be replaced
by minC(k; (T; F)) (resp., maxC(k; (T; F))). Note that, in general, k and k are not
k-connivant.
The next lemma gives alternative characterizations of k and k .
Lemma 2.1. Given C; k and (T; F) as above; the following properties hold.
(i) v 2 T (k) if and only if minf2C j(f; (T; F))6k and minf2C s:t: f(v)=0 j(f; (T; F))
>k.
(ii) v 2 T (k) if and only if minf2C s:t: f(v)=1 j(f; (T; F))6k.
Proof. (i) By denition (2:4), v 2 T (k) holds if and only if C(k; (T; F)) 6= ; and
f(v) = 1 for every function f2C(k; (T; F)), which is equivalent to saying minf2C j
(f; (T; F))6k and minf2C s:t: f(v)=0 j(f; (T; F))>k.
(ii) By denition (2:4), v 2 T (k) holds if and only if f(v) = 1 for some function
f 2 C(k; (T; F)), that is, minf2C s:t: f(v)=1 j(f; (T; F))6k.
Example 2.1. Let T=f0101; 0011; 1000; 0010g, and let F=f1100; 0110; 0001g, and con-
sider the class C+ of positive functions. For this (T; F), any positive function f contains
at least two errors, since (1000)(2 T )6(1100)(2 F) and (0010)(2 T )6(0110)(2 F).
Furthermore, this (T; F) has a 2-connivant function (e.g., f = x3 _ x2x4), and hence
C+(k; (T; F)) 6= ; for all k>2; but has no k-connivant function for k < 2. The
inner-core functions for all k are given as follows:
k =? for k = 0; 1;
2 = x2x4 _ x3x4;
3 = x2x3x4;
k =? for k = 4; 5; : : : :
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For example, (0101) 2 min T (2) holds since, if (0101) 2 F(f), any f 2 C+ has at
least 3 error vectors; this vector (0101) 2 T and the above two errors. Similarly for
(0011). By checking all other vectors, we can show that min T (2)=f(0101); (0011)g,
leading to the above expression. By applying the symmetric argument to false vectors,
the following outer-core functions are obtained:
k =? for k = 0; 1;
2 = x2 _ x3 _ x4;
k => for k = 3; 4; : : : :
The above example suggests that, if a pdBf(T; F) contains errors, it may not have an
extension (i.e., 0-connivant function). However, it is also possible that a pdBf (T; F)
has an extension, even if it is erroneous. The existence depends on the individual errors
and the set of other vectors in T [ F .
By denition (2.4), any function f2C(k; (T; F)) satises k6f6k . For the above
example, f= x3 _ x2x4 is 2-connivant, and satises (2=)x2x4 _ x3x46f6x2 _ x3 _
x4(=2). Let p be the minimum number such that C(p; (T; F)) 6= ;. As it is obvious
that C(k; (T; F))C(h; (T; F)) for k>h, we have the following ordering among k
and k :
>>   >p+1>p>p>p+1>   >?:
Now we can introduce the following two problems for a class of functions C:
Problem INNER(C)
Input: A pdBf(T; F) and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: The inner-core function k .
Problem OUTER(C)
Input: A pdBf(T; F) and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: The outer-core function k .
In this paper, we restrict our interest to the class of positive functions C+ and the
class of regular functions Cj=. In this case, since k and k are positive (see Lemma 4.1),
k and k can be represented by min T (k) and min T (k), respectively, i.e., by their
DNF expressions. Therefore, problems INNER and OUTER can be viewed as the
problems to enumerate all vectors in min T (k) and min T (k), and their complexity is
usually measured in the length of input and output. A particularly interesting case from
this view point is that of incrementally polynomial algorithms [14,16]. An algorithm
to enumerate items a1; a2; : : : ; ap is called incrementally polynomial (i) if it iterates
the following procedure for i = 1; 2; : : : ; p: output the ith item ai from the knowledge
of its input and items a1; a2; : : : ; ai−1, and (ii) if the time required for the ith iteration
is polynomial in the input length and the total length of a1; a2; : : : ; ai−1. A slightly
broader class of algorithms is that of polynomial total time algorithms [14], where an
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algorithm is of polynomial total time if its running time is polynomial in the length
of input and output. An incrementally polynomial algorithm is also polynomial total
time, but the converse may not be always true.
3. Membership queries of inner-core and outer-core functions
Before considering problems INNER and OUTER, we discuss in this section the
following problems, which are slightly easier to answer.
Problem MEM-INNER(C)
Input: A pdBf(T; F), a vector v 2 f0; 1gn and a nonnegative integer k.
Question: v 2 T (k(C; (T; F))) ?
Problem MEM-OUTER(C)
Input: A pdBf(T; F), a vector v 2 f0; 1gn and a nonnegative integer k.
Question: v 2 T (k(C; (T; F))) ?
To investigate classes C+ and Cj= in a broader scope, we introduce the next deni-
tion. Let < be any transitive relation (i.e., a quasi-order) on f0; 1gn, i.e., x<x holds
for any x 2 f0; 1gn; x< y and y< z implies x< z for any x; y; z 2 f0; 1gn. Then
dene the transitive class of functions with respect to < by
C< = ff jf(x)>f(y) whenever x<yg:
In particular,
C>: class of positive functions (C> is also denoted as C+); where x>y
if xj>yj for all j;
Cj=: class of regular functions; where x j= y holds if
X
j6k
xj>
X
j6k
yj
for k = 1; 2; : : : ; n;
are transitive classes, as > and j= are obviously transitive. Throughout this paper, we
assume that relation x<y can be checked in O(n) time (which is obviously the case
for > and j=, respectively).
Lemma 3.1 (Boros et al. [7]). Given a pdBf(T; F) and a transitive relation < on
f0; 1gn; minf2C< j(f; (T; F)) can be computed in O(jT jjF j(n+ jT j+ jF j)) time.
Proof. For a given pdBf(T; F), construct a bipartite graph G(T;F) = (T [ F; E), where
E = f(a; b) j b< a; a 2 T and b 2 Fg. G(T;F) can be constructed in O(njT jjF j) time,
which is needed to check b< a for all pairs a 2 T and b 2 F . Let W T [ F be a
minimum size vertex cover of G(T;F), i.e., any (a; b) 2 E satises either a2W , b2W
or both, and the size jW j is minimum. Such a W can be found in O(jT jjF j(jT j+ jF j))
time since G is bipartite [1]. This W satises the following properties, proving the
lemma statement.
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(i) j(f)>jW j for every f 2 C< since the set of vertices fa2T jf(a) = 0g [ fb2
F jf(b)=1g must cover all edges. (Otherwise, there exist a2T and b2F with b<a,
which is a contradiction to f 2 C<).
(ii) Let T  = (T nW ) [ (W \ F) and let f be dened by
f(x) = 1 if x<a for some a2T ;
f(x) = 0 otherwise:
(3.6)
Then this f satises f 2 C< and j(f) = jW j.
Recall thatf of (3.6) is a best-t extension, as mentioned in Section 2.2. Denition (3.6)
can serve as a polynomial time oracle of the best-t extension. Note that f of (3.6) is
dened by any minimum size vertex cover W of G(T;F). Among all best-t extensions,
a minimal (in the sense of T (f)) best-t extension f can be dened by a minimum
size vertex cover W that maximizes jT \W j. To see this, assume otherwise; i.e., there
is another best-t extension f0 such that f0<f. Then W 0 = fv 2 T jf0(v) = 0g [
fw 2 F jf0(w)=1g is also a minimum size vertex cover and jT \W 0j> jT \W j holds,
which is a contradiction. Similarly, a maximal best-t extension can be constructed
from a minimum size vertex cover W with the maximum jF \W j. Computing these
minimal and maximal best-t extensions can be done in polynomial time since such
minimum size vertex covers can be obtained in polynomial time by applying the DM
(Dulmage{Mendelsohn) decomposition of bipartite graphs (e.g., [17]).
Based on the above lemma, we propose algorithms MI and MO to solve problems
MEM-INNER(C<) and MEM-OUTER(C<), respectively.
Algorithm MI
Input: A pdBf (T; F), a vector v 2 f0; 1gn and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: If v 2 T (k), then \yes"; otherwise, \no".
Step 1: Compute k1 = minf2C< j(f; (T; F)) (by the algorithm in the proof of
Lemma 3.1).
Step 2: Let T 0=Tnfa2T j a4vg. Compute minf2C< j(f; (T 0; F)) (by the algorithm
in the proof of Lemma 3.1), and let k2 : =minf2C< j(f; (T 0; F)) + jfa2T j a4vgj.
Step 3: If k16k <k2, then output \yes"; otherwise, \no". Halt.
Algorithm MO
Input: A pdBf(T; F), a vector v 2 f0; 1gn and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: If v 2 T (k), then \yes"; otherwise, \no".
Step 1: Let F 0=Fnfb2F j b<vg. Compute minf2C< j(f; (T; F 0)) (by the algorithm
in the proof of Lemma 3.1), and let k3 = minf2C< j(f; (T 0; F)) + jfb2F j b<vgj.
Step 2: If k36k, then output \yes"; otherwise,\no". Halt
Theorem 3.1. Problems MEM-INNER(C<) and MEM-OUTER(C<) can be solved
in O(jT jjF j(n+ jT j+ jF j)) time by algorithms MI and MO; respectively.
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Proof. We rst consider problem MEM-INNER(C<). The time complexity of MI
follows from Lemma 3.1. Therefore, we discuss the correctness of MI. In view of
Lemma 2.1, we only show that
min
f2C< s:t: f(v)=0
j(f; (T; F)) = min
f2C<
j(f; (T 0; F)) + jfa2T j a4vgj(=k2);
since it implies that v 2 T (k) if and only if k16k <k2.
If f 2 C< and f(v) = 0, then all fa 2 T j a 4 vg are erroneously classied by
f. Therefore, minf2C< s:t: f(v)=0 j(f; (T; F))>minf2C< j(f; (T 0; F)) + jfa2T j a4vgj.
Conversely, let T =(T 0nW )[ (W \F), where W T 0 [F is a minimum vertex cover
of G(T 0 ;F) (see the proof of Lemma 3.1) and satises jW j = minf2C< j(f; (T 0; F)).
Dene f by
f(x) = 1 if x<a for some a2T ;
f(x) = 0 otherwise:
Then this f satises f 2 C<; f(v) = 0 and j(f; (T; F)) = jW j + jfa 2 T j a4 vgj.
Hence, minf2C< s:t: f(v)=0 j(f; (T; F))6minf2C< j(f; (T 0; F)) + jfa2T j a4vgj.
Problem MEM-OUTER(C<) can be analogously treated. The time complexity is
correct by Lemma 3.1. To show that algorithm MO is correct, we note that
min
f2C< s:t: f(v)=1
j(f; (T; F)) = min
f2C<
j(f; (T; F 0)) + jfb2F j b<vgj (=k3);
which can be shown in a manner symmetric to the case of MEM-INNER(C<). Then
by Lemma 2.1, v 2 T (k) if and only if k>k3.
For the classes of positive and regular functions, we have the following corollaries.
Corollary 3.1. Problems MEM-INNER(C+); MEM-OUTER(C+); MEM-INNER
(Cj=) and MEM-OUTER(Cj=) can be solved in O(jT jjF j(n + jT j + jF j)) time; re-
spectively.
4. Problem INNER
In this section, we consider problems INNER(Cj=), INNER(C+), OUTER(Cj=) and
related problems. Problem OUTER(C+) will be discussed in the next section.
Lemma 4.1. For a transitive class C<; the inner-core function k and outer-core
function k also belong to C<.
Proof. (i) k : Assume that k 62 C<, that is, there are vectors x and y satisfying
k(x) = 1; k(y) = 0 and y< x. By Denition (2.4) of k ; k(y) = 0 implies that
there is at least one function g 2 C<(k; (T; F)) with g(y) = 0. However, since y<x,
g(y) = 0 implies g(x) = 0, which is a contradiction to k(x) = 1.
(ii) k : Similar to (i).
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For classes C+ and Cj=, this lemma tells that both k and k are positive. Since a
positive function can be dened by a set of minimal true vectors, problem INNER and
OUTER can be written as follows.
Problem INNER(C+) (resp., INNER(Cj=))
Input: A pdBf (T; F) and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: min T (k(C+; (T; F))) (resp., min T (k(Cj=; (T; F)))).
Problem OUTER(C+) (resp., OUTER(Cj=))
Input: A pdBf (T; F) and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: min T (k(C+; (T; F))) (resp., min T (k(Cj=; (T; F)))).
We rst consider the class Cj= of regular functions.
Theorem 4.1. There are incrementally polynomial time algorithms for INNER(Cj=)
and OUTER(Cj=); respectively.
Proof. The identication of a positive function f is dened to compute min T (f) and
maxF(f) by asking membership queries to an oracle whether f(u) = 0 or 1 holds
for the selected vectors u. It is known [5,18] that there is an incrementally polynomial
time algorithm for the identication of a regular function. Moreover, we note that the
algorithm in [18] is incrementally polynomial time in jmin T (f)j for the identication
of min T (f) only. Now, k and k for class Cj= are regular by Lemma 4.1, and a
membership query for k and k can be answered in polynomial time by Corollary 3.1
(without using an oracle for k and k). Therefore, the identication algorithm of
[18] applied to k and k serves as algorithms that solve problems INNER(Cj=) and
OUTER(Cj=), respectively.
Now, we turn to class C+ of positive functions. Recall that Theorem 4.1 cannot be
extended to class C+ since no polynomial time identication algorithm is known so
far (see [3]). We start with the following decision problem.
Problem ADD-INNER(C+)
Input: A pdBf (T; F), a nonnegative integer k and a set Pmin T (k(C+; (T; F))).
Question: min T (k(C+; (T; F)))nP 6= ; ?
Lemma 4.2. Problem ADD-INNER(C+) is NP-complete, even if F = ;.
Proof. For a given v 2 f0; 1gn, property v 2 min T (k)nP holds if and only if the
following three conditions hold, where e( j) denotes the unit vector with e( j)j = 1 and
e( j)i = 0 for i 6= j.
(i) v 2 T (k) and v−e( j) 62 T (k) for every j 2 ON (v) (i.e., v is minimal in T (k)),
(ii) v 62 P.
As these conditions can be checked in polynomial time by using algorithm MI in
Section 3, we have ADD-INNER(C+) 2 NP.
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We then reduce the following NP-complete problem [13] to ADD-INNER(C+).
Problem INDEPENDENT SET
Input: A graph G = (V; E) and a nonnegative integer K6jV j.
Question: Does G contain an independent set of size K or more; i.e., is there a
subset V 0V such that jV 0j>K and no two vertices in V 0 are joined by an edge in E?
Consider an instance of INDEPENDENT SET given by a graph G = (V; E) with
V =f1; 2; : : : ; ng and E=fe1; e2; : : : ; emg, and a positive integer K satisfying 2<K6n.
Let Wei , ei 2 E, be subsets with jWei j = K − 2, Wei \ V = ;, and Wei \ Wej = ; for
i 6= j. Let W =Sei2E Wei . Then jV [W j= n+ m(K − 2). The corresponding instance
of ADD-INNER(C+) is dened by a pdBf(T; F) of n+ m(K − 2) variables such that
T = fxAi jAi = fig [W; i 2 Vg;
[fxBpq jBpq = fi; jg [ (W nfqg); ep = (i; j) 2 E; q 2 Wepg;
F = ;;
k =K − 1;
P = fxCp jCp = fi; jg [W; ep = (i; j) 2 Eg;
where xA denotes the characteristic vector of set AV [W (i.e., xAj = 1 if j 2 A and
xAj = 0 if j 62 A). Since F = ;, Denition (2.4) of k implies that v 2 T (k) if and
only if
there exist k + 1 (=K) vectors a 2 T such that a6v: (4.7)
Therefore, Pmin T (k) holds since every v 2 P satises condition (4.7), and fur-
thermore, v − e(l) 62 T (k) for any v 2 P and l 2 ON (v) as v − e(l) does not satisfy
(4.7).
Now we show that min T (k)nP 6= ; if and only if G has an independent set V 0
with jV 0j=K , which completes the proof that ADD-INNER(C+) is NP-complete. First,
suppose that the instance of INDEPENDENT SET has answer \yes", i.e., G contains an
independent set V 0 of size K = k+1 or more. Let v0 be the characteristic vector of set
V 0 [W . Then v0
v and v0v hold for every v 2 P, and v0 2 T (k) since v0 satises
condition (4.7) by xAi6v0 for i 2 V 0. Therefore, there exists a v00 2 min T (k)nP such
that v006v0. The converse can be similarly proved.
Theorem 4.2. There is no polynomial total time algorithm for INNER(C+); unless
P = NP.
Proof. Assume that there is a polynomial total time algorithm A for INNER(C+) with
running time p(I; O), where I is the input length and O the output length. In order
to solve ADD-INNER(C+), execute A until either (i) it halts or (ii) it uses p(I; njPj)
time, where njPj is the output length of all vectors in P. In case of (i), if A outputs
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jPj vectors (more than jPj vectors), then output \no" (\yes"). In case of (ii), output
\yes", since it indicates that jmin T (k)j> jPj. Therefore, ADD-INNER(C+) can be
solved in polynomial time, which contradicts Lemma 4.2.
Next, we consider that a nonnegative integer k of problem INNER(C+) is not a part
of input but is a xed constant, and dene the following problem. As we shall see
below, this problem can be solved in input polynomial time.
Problem k-INNER(C+)
Input: A pdBf (T; F).
Output: min T (k(C+; (T; F))).
Lemma 4.3. Let k be a nonnegative integer and (T; F) be a pdBf.
(i) min T (f)T if f 2 minC+(k; (T; F)).
(ii) maxF(f)F if f 2 maxC+(k; (T; F)).
Proof. (i) Assume that there exists a v 2 min T (f)nT for a function f 2 minC+
(k; (T; F)). Construct f0 from f as follows.
min T (f0) =MinSetf(min T (f)nfvg) [ fv+ ej j j 2 OFF(v)gg;
where MinSet A denotes the set of minimal vectors in set A. Then T (f0) = T (f)nfvg
implies f0<f. But, since v 62 T , f0 also satises f0 2 minC+(k; (T; F)), which is a
contradiction.
(ii) is dual to (i).
Lemma 4.4. Let k be a nonnegative integer; (T; F) be a pdBf and v be a vector.
(i) If C<(k; (T; F)) 6= ; and there exist k + 1 vectors a2T such that a4 v; then
v 2 T (k(C<; (T; F))) holds.
(ii) If C<(k; (T; F)) 6= ; and there exist k + 1 vectors b2F such that b<v; then
v 2 F(k(C<; (T; F))) holds.
Proof. (i) Assume that there exists f 2 C<(k; (T; F)) such that f(v) = 0, i.e., v 62
T (k). Then f(a) = 0 holds for all k + 1 vectors a2T satisfying a4 v. This implies
f 62 C<(k; (T; F)), a contradiction
(ii) is dual to (i).
Lemma 4.5. Let k be a nonnegative integer and (T; F) be a pdBf.
(i) If v 2 min T (k(C+; (T; F))); then there exists a set S T such that jSj6k +1
and v=
W
w2S w.
(ii) If v 2 maxF(k(C+; (T; F))); then there exists a set S F such that jSj6k+1
and v=
V
w2S w.
Here operations _ and ^ for vectors are dened by ON (v_w)=ON (v)[ON (w) and
ON (v ^ w) = ON (v) \ ON (w) (i.e., elementwise OR and AND).
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Proof. (i) T (k) 6= ; implies minC+(k; (T; F)) 6= ;. Then let minC+(k; (T; F)) =
ff1; f2; : : : ; fmg. As noted in (2.5), k is represented by
k(C+; (T; F)) = f1 ^ f2 ^    ^ fm:
Therefore, each prime implicant of k is the product of m prime implicants taken from
fi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; m. Since Lemma 4.3 tells that the minimal true vector corresponding
to each of such prime implicants is contained in T , there exists a set S T such
that v =
W
w2S w for every v 2 min T (k). To prove jSj6k + 1, assume otherwise;
i.e., jSj>k + 1. Let S 0 = S nfug for an arbitrary u 2 S, and let v0 =Ww2S0 w. Then
jS 0j>k + 1 and w6v0 for every w 2 S 0T . By Lemma 4.4, this implies v0 2 T (k),
since C+(k; (T; F)) 6= ;. However, v0<v, is a contradiction to v 2 min T (k).
(ii) is dual to (i).
Theorem 4.3. Problem k-INNER(C+) can be solved in O(njT jk+2jF j(n+ jT j+ jF j))
time; i.e.; (input) polynomial time.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, we only check if v 2 min T (k) holds for every v =
W
w2S w
such that S T and jSj6k + 1, that is, v 2 T (k) and v− e( j) 62 T (k) for every j 2
ON (v). (Note that Lemma 4.4 does not tell whether v 2 T (k) or not if jSj<k + 1.)
There are O(jT jk+1) such S, and for each S, at most n membership queries are issued.
Since each membership query can be answered in O(jT jjF j(n + jT j + jF j)) time by
using algorithm MI, the total time becomes
O(njT jk+1  jT jjF j(n+ jT j+ jF j)):
Finally, we can eliminate the duplication in set min T (k) in O(njT jk+1) time [21].
Finally, we add yet another version of problem INNER(C+), which may become
more tractable.
Problem FULL-INNER(C+)
Input: A pdBf (T; F) and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: min T (k(C+; (T; F))) and maxF(k(C+; (T; F))).
Note that, as it is required to output not only min T () but also maxF(), the length
of output can be larger than the case of INNER(C+), and there may be a chance of
having a polynomial total time algorithm.
Theorem 4.4. There is a polynomial total time algorithm for FULL-INNER(C+) if
and only if there is a polynomial total time algorithm for dualizing a positive Boolean
function f (i.e.; computing min T (fd) from min T (f)).
Proof. (i) If-part: It is known [3] (see also the proof of Theorem 4.1) that a polynomial
total time algorithm for identifying a positive function f (i.e., to output min T (f) and
maxF(f)) by using membership queries exists if and only if there is a polynomial
total time algorithm for dualizing a positive function. Now, k(C+; (T; F)) is positive
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by Lemma 4.1, and a membership query for k can be answered in polynomial time
by Corollary 3.1. Therefore, such a polynomial total time identication algorithm can
be used as a polynomial total time algorithm to solve FULL-INNER(C+).
(ii) Only-if-part: Consider an instance of the problem of dualizing a positive function
f given by min T (f). The corresponding instance of FULL-INNER(C+) is dened by
a pdBf (T; F) such that
T =min T (f);
F = ;
and k = 0. Since F = ;, as noted in (4.7), v 2 T (0) holds if and only if there
exists a vector a2 T such that a6v. This implies min T (0) = min T (f), and hence
maxF(0) = maxF(f). Since maxF(f) = f v j v 2 min T (fd)g by relation (2.1), an
algorithm for FULL-INNER(C+) can be used as an algorithm to compute min T (fd),
that is, to dualize a positive function f.
Assume that a positive function f of n variables can be dualized in tdual(n; m) time,
where m=jmin T (f)j+jmin T (fd)j. It is known [3] that we can identify a positive func-
tion f in O(mtdual(n; m)) time and O(nm) queries. This, combined with Corollary 3.1,
leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. Problem FULL-INNER(C+) can be solved in O(nmjT jjF j(n + jT j +
jF j) + mtdual(n; m)) time; where m= jmin T (k)j+ jmaxF(k)j.
It is not known yet [3,11,14] whether there is a polynomial total time algorithm for
dualizing a positive function, that is, whether tdual(n; m) is a polynomial in n and m.
However, the recent result by Fredman and Khachiyan [12] shows that tdual(n; m) =
O((nm)o(log nm)) time, and hence it is unlikely for the problem to be NP-hard.
5. Problem OUTER
In this section, we turn our attention to problem OUTER(C+) and to the following
problems, dened symmetrically to the case of INNER.
Problem FULL-OUTER(C+)
Input: A pdBf (T; F) and a nonnegative integer k.
Output: min T (k(C+; (T; F))) and maxF(k(C+; (T; F))).
Problem k-OUTER(C+)
Input: A pdBf (T; F).
Output: min T (k(C+; (T; F))).
It is easy to show that the complexity of FULL-OUTER(C+) is similar to that of
FULL-INNER(C+).
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Theorem 5.1. There is a polynomial total time algorithm for FULL-OUTER(C+) if
and only if there is a polynomial total time algorithm for dualizing a positive Boolean
function.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Corollary 5.1. Problem FULL-OUTER(C+) can be solved in O(nmjT jjF j(n + jT j +
jF j) + mtdual(n; m)) time; where m= jmin T (k)j+ jmaxF(k)j.
However, problem k-OUTER(C+) appears to be harder than k-INNER(C+).
Theorem 5.2. There is a polynomial total time algorithm for k-OUTER(C+) if and
only if there is a polynomial total time algorithm for dualizing a positive Boolean
function.
Proof. (i) If-part: Applying an argument dual to Theorem 4.3, we can compute max
F(k) in (input) polynomial time. Next, compute min T (dk) from maxF(k) by relation
(2.1). Then we can compute min T (k) from min T (dk) by using a polynomial total
time dualization algorithm since (fd)d = f.
(ii) Only-if-part: Consider an instance of the problem of dualizing a positive function
f given by min T (f). The corresponding instance of 0-OUTER(C+) is dened by a
pdBf (T; F) such that
T = ;;
F = f v j v 2 min T (f)g:
Note that F = maxF(fd) by relation (2.1), and also min T (0) = min T (fd) by the
denition (2.4) of 0. Therefore, an algorithm for 0-OUTER(C+) can be used as an
algorithm for dualizing a positive function.
Corollary 5.2. Problem k-OUTER(C+) can be solved in O(njT jjF jk+2(n+jT j+jF j)+
tdual(n; m)) time; where m= jmin T (k)j+ jmaxF(k)j.
Proof. Similarly to Theorem 4.3, rst compute maxF(k) in O(njT jjF jk+2(n + jT j +
jF j)) time, and then compute min T (k) in tdual(n; m) time.
As for the original problem OUTER(C+), we could not show yet the nonexistence
of a polynomial total time algorithm. This is dierent from the situation of INNER(C+)
(see Theorem 4.2). However, Theorem 5.2 implies the next corollary.
Corollary 5.3. If there is a polynomial total time algorithm for OUTER(C+); then
there is a polynomial total time algorithm for dualizing a positive Boolean function.
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6. Conclusion
Given a class of functions C, we have introduced the inner-core and outer-core
functions of a pdBf(T; F), in order to classify the set of vectors which are immune up
to k classication errors in T [ F . We restricted C to classes C+ and Cj= of positive
and regular functions, respectively, and investigated various problems associated with
inner-core and outer-core functions.
It would be interesting to know the exact complexity of OUTER(C+) (note that
Corollary 5.3 only says that OUTER(C+) is at least as hard as dualizing a positive
Boolean function). Other interesting topics include; (i) the structure of transitive classes
of Boolean functions (note that transitive classes are closed under intersection and
union and vice versa [4], which may indicate other interesting classes of functions),
(ii) the algebraic structure of all k-connivant functions, (iii) problems INNER(C) and
OUTER(C) for other classes of functions C.
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